teaching anatomy right down to the smallest detail. The door of his department in Barcelona was always open.
Over the years, he wrote many inspiring papers on orthopaedic surgical anatomy in the KSSTA Journal and his lectures at ESSKA courses and congresses were always extremely well attended. His contributions involved a wide spectrum such as the shoulder, hip, knee and ankle. He was a teacher for all the orthopaedic surgeons involved in ESSKA and a highly respected member of the orthopaedic ESSKA community. Together with the love of his life, Celine, he enjoyed travelling the world, meeting friends and sharing his knowledge.
He was a scientist who devoted his energy to orthopaedics in general and ESSKA in particular. Pau Golanó enabled us to be better doctors for our patients. In 2012, he Pau Golanó was a nonconformist. His unique strength was his artistic vision. He was not quickly satisfied with his achievements and set himself an extremely high standard. No concessions! As a result, he sometimes collided with the people around him, who were not always able to understand or follow him. However, he was an artist who always had a smile on his face. With his charm, he was liked by everyone. He worked best under pressure. Deadlines were never met. And the projects and deadlines kept piling up. He was at the top of his career. Projects in Qatar, Pittsburgh, Amsterdam and the ESSKA Academy lay ahead. Recently, he also started a career as a contemporary artist. The first successful Pau Golanó Art Exhibition in Bologna and the second one planned in October in Beirut demonstrated his capacity for being at the top in everything in which he was involved: where anatomy becomes art! Although he was a team player, he liked to work on his own, spending hours in the laboratory, listening to music while making the best anatomical preparation, no rush, only the perfection of the anatomy and pictures was his goal.
An anatomist among orthopods. Alone among many friends. Friends who characterize him as: extremely generous, creative and a genius. At the same time, he was also eccentric, meticulous and temperamental.
His work became better and better. Always in search of new techniques and better ways to expose our inner world. He collaborated with surgeons worldwide. The interaction was always fruitful, and many ideas were born in his laboratory, showing new insights into different joints (hip, knee and shoulder). His favourite joint was the ankle. The recent publication of almost 100 pieces of his artwork represented the culmination of his skills [2] . Each pictures an example of his unsurpassed eye for detail and his skill in disclosing the beauty of the human body. One of his contributions to world literature is the rediscovery of the forgotten Rouvière-Canela ligament. Together with Peter de Leeuw, he started working on this publication in 2006. It is ready to be submitted.
His legacy will live on. The ''Golano's'' will pop up now and then in future presentations all over the world. And you will recognize a Golanó when you see one.
The man who made anatomy an art! An anatomist among orthopods. He was one of us! We will miss him.
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